
Parenting Strategies to Motivate Underachieving Gifted Students 

     The underachievement of capable chil-
dren is an area of concern for many parents 
and educators.  Students tend to be moti-
vated when they find a task meaningful, 
believe that they have the skills to do it, 
and find their efforts supported by those 
around them.  
   Many gifted students do not view their 
school experience as meaningful.  General-
ly, a student views tasks as meaningful if 
they gratify a personal interest, are tied to 
the child’s identity, have an immediate use, 
or will clearly be useful in the future.  
     Motivated students believe that they 
have the skills to do well in school. It is 
imperative also that children recognize 
their own role in developing these skills. 
Students who believe that their abilities are 
not innate but have been developed are 
more likely to attempt challenging tasks. 
Gifted students are at risk for believing that 
their abilities are simply given, particularly 
if others in their lives have not discussed 
their giftedness with them.  
     It’s important for parents to share their 

positive work experiences as well as how 
they persist in spite of the inevitable nega-
tive aspects of the work world. Individuals 
who struggle but succeed build confidence 
in themselves; they also offer others a bet-
ter lesson in how success is usually won 
than those who simply glide to it.  
     Students must expect to succeed and 
know that those around them will support 
their work. They must learn to trust that 
their efforts, even if momentarily thwarted, 
will pay off in the end.   
     There is no silver bullet to motivate 
gifted children; however, parents can use 
the strategies mentioned in this article to 
begin to create an environment in which 
their children feel confident about them-
selves and value achievement.  
 
To check out all the strategies in this article, 
go to: “Parenting Strategies to Motivate 
Underachieving Gifted Students” from Gift-
ed Today: A Duke Tip Blog for Parents and 
Teachers. 
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     Motivation is such an interesting topic. Much 
like intelligence, the traditional view often puts 
people into one of two categories (motivated or 
not motivated;  smart or not smart). What we 
have come to realize is that motivation is very 
often situational. Helping kids realize that they 
are in control of motivation can be freeing and 
empowering.  
     If we are not careful, a student who feels 
unmotivated in one subject or environment may 
carry that feeling over to other areas. As we 
work with our kids, it is important that they see 
that we (as adults) are often working through 
our own motivational challenges. Some people 
are motivated to have a well-manicured lawn 
while others struggle to mow every other week. 
This does not make one person better than the 
other. People can work to increase motivation. 
This is a difficult concept for kids as their brains 
are not yet wired for thinking well into the fu-
ture, but they are often much more capable 
than we may initially believe. 
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2-5th grade reading groups:  Students 

have been working on their novel studies.   

Each grade is reading a novel one level 

higher than their current grade.   They are 

creating artwork, character interviews, 

diaries, online quizzes, and several other 

materials that go along with their novels! 

3rd—5th Grade Math:  Students are 

practicing mixed multiple math skills that 

will be found on their EOGS and in next 

years curriculum.   We are working on 

skills from multiplication to geometry.   

Students are working on speed, accuracy, 

and having a deeper understanding of the 

topic on the next grade level. 

 

Chess:  Chess is working hard to pre-

pare for the upcoming tournament. 

 

Math Counts Team:  The team is 

working very hard in preparation for 

their competition in April.   They are 

practicing with their speed as well as their 

ability to analyze a mathematical situation 

and determine the answers to multi-step 

problems.   
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A note from your specialist… 
Here is a snapshot of what we are doing in the AIG pullout groups.   

Monthly Goal:  I use outstanding effort to showcase my best work. 
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